A new model of hypertext, in which text is augmented with a ne-grained semantic net representation of the text, solves several problems found in traditional hypertext models. In the new model, hypertext links are paths that originate in the text, move across to the semantic net, traverse a subpath through the semantic net, then return to a di erent point in the text. Bene ts of the model include a strong semantics for links, dynamic discovery of links, link reusability, and automatic creation of links. The SNITCH hypertext system, which is based on this model, allows a user to access data in ways never foreseen by the hypertext author.
Introduction
Hypertext is text to which connections between related phrases, sentences, or paragraphs have been added. While hypertext is usually associated with a particular class of point-and-click interface systems, the idea of hypertext is independent of any interface system that might be used to peruse it. Therefore, hypertext can also be regarded as a knowledge representation paradigm, in which some knowledge is represented in the form of text, while other knowledge is represented in the form of connections between pieces of text. Such a knowledge representation paradigm is ideal for representing knowledge about large corpora of text.
Hypertext links have traditionally been viewed as direct connections between text segments. In this traditional view, all links are explicitly present in the hypertext. While the simplicity of this approach makes it readily accessible to users, it has several drawbacks:
Links are expensive to create if constructed by hand.
The approach is in exible; links are created once, and are thereafter xed. If the maximum number of link types is set a priori, then the information content that can be attached to links is restricted.
The approach leads to a proliferation of links that serve similar purposes. The semantic knowledge implicit in a particular link or link type cannot easily be reused or generalized. New texts cannot be linked to existing texts without both texts being present during the linking. We propose a new model for hypertext in which text is augmented with a semantic net representation of that text. Hypertext links are derived from the semantic net as they are needed. The semantic net approach provides a solution to each of the problems listed above.
Documents and Semantic Nets
In our model of hypertext, a semantic net representation of a text is connected to the phrases of that text. A hypertext link in our model is a virtual connection between two pieces of text called anchors. Each anchor comprises one or more words in the text that express a single concept. A semantic net is a graph whose vertices correspond to concepts (e.g. \person" or \house"), and whose edges correspond to relationships between those concepts (e.g. \owns"). Semantic nets are used to represent knowledge about the world and to express the meaning of phrases and sentences of languages such as English. The underlying representation of a SNITCH hypertext link is a path that starts at an anchor in the text, moves across to the semantic net, traverses a sub-path through the semantic net, and then returns to another anchor in the text. Our approach is compared with the traditional approach to hypertext links in Figure 1 .
Example
The examples in this paper are drawn from the domain of the Third Message Understanding Conference 21] , or MUC-3. MUC-3 drew together dozens of researchers to build language processing systems that would scan English news stories about terrorism in South America and build a synopsis of each terrorist incident described. The MUC-3 corpus comprises 1500 news articles and transcriptions from various sources. Because the domain is restricted, and the texts are short and readily available, this corpus is ideally suited for augmentation with a semantic net. Portions of two di erent texts from the corpus are shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 depicts an augmented version of these two texts. It shows part of a sentence from each text and some of the semantic net nodes and links that represent those sentence fragments. We use the term edge to refer to a connection between the text and the semantic net, or to a semantic net edge. Together, the edges that connect the texts to the semantic net and the edges that interconnect concepts in the semantic net form a path from the phrase`a team of journalists' in text 1151 to the names of two of the members of the team in text 1152. Speci cally, this path consists of an edge from the phrase`a team of journalists' to the concept JOURNALIST-TEAM3 in the semantic net, then a subpart edge from JOURNALIST-TEAM3 to a PERSON node, and nally an edge from a PERSON node to a reference to that person in text 1152.
Advantages of the SNITCH Approach
The objectives of the SNITCH project are to support the automatic construction of hypertext links, and to endow those links with rich semantics. The augmentation of a set of documents with a semantic net has six signi cant advantages over existing hypertext construction methods:
(i) Links between documents are discovered dynamically. Links that connect different parts of the corpus can be discovered dynamically, as long as the components of the desired relationship have been expressed in the semantic net. This dynamic discovery of links means that the system designer need not anticipate every link type that a user might ultimately request. (ii) Knowledge can be reused. Since a single edge in the semantic net can be shared by many di erent paths, the knowledge implicit in a single semantic net edge is available for use in many distinct contexts. Furthermore, the ontological semantic net can be developed independently, allowing system designers to use existing semantic nets (such as CYC 8] (iii) Texts can be incorporated individually. Using our approach, input texts can be processed separately. Since each input text is connected to the same semantic net, paths between two related texts will be generated even if the texts are incorporated at separate times. (iv) Links derive meaning from the semantic net. Since each link between anchors is composed of edges, and since each edge has an associated semantics, the composition of these edge semantics give meaning to that link. Thus, the use of even a small number of semantic net edge types can result in great expressive power. This contrasts with the approach taken in many existing hypertext systems, whereby hypertext links indicate only an anonymous association between two pieces of text. Of course, the semantic net must re ect a consistent approach to semantics in order for the hypertext links derived from that semantic net to be meaningful. Woods 23] processes can manipulate and update the semantic net. New semantic net edges created by such a process can be interpreted as components of new hypertext links. These reasoning processes could be as complex as needed for any given task. For example, such a reasoning process might be made sensitive to a particular user's interests or areas of expertise 10].
The Internal Structure of Hypertext Links
In SNITCH, a hypertext link consists of two edges between anchors in the texts and the semantic net, and zero or more semantic net edges. The following subsections describe this underlying structure in detail.
Anchors
In most hypertext systems, anchors can comprise arbitrarily small portions of text, allowing the hypertext author to select as ne a granularity as is deemed appropriate for the source of a link. However, some systems fail to provide such control over the target of a link. That is, the smallest piece of text that some systems allow to serve as the target of a link is an entire hypertext node. In contrast, our approach to hypertext allows both ends of a hypertext link to be rooted in arbitrary anchors. The advantages of this approach are twofold. First, it introduces a symmetry to hypertext links that simpli es both the user interface and the underlying storage mechanism. Second, it allows the hypertext reader to quickly focus on exactly the portion of a target text that is of interest. This ability removes the need to divide a text into`chunks' or`frames' (although the approach is thoroughly compatible with such division).
Malcolm et al. 12] list three requirements for anchors in real-world hypertext systems:
(i) They must support references at levels of speci city appropriate to the task at hand. (ii) The author must be able to place an anchor anywhere in the data. (iii) A single anchor must be able to support multiple links. Our approach to anchors meets each of these three requirements. Anchors can be made arbitrarily speci c both at the source and at the destination. Anchors may appear anywhere, although to t sensibly into our scheme, they must represent a single concept. Finally, a single anchor can be the start of multiple paths, since there will be many paths through the semantic net between two nodes that represent anchors.
Edges between the Text and the Semantic Net
Two kinds of edges can connect a text with the semantic net representation of that text: description edges, and author-action edges. Description edges, or d-edges, are edges from an anchor in a text to the semantic net representation of the concept described by that anchor. For example, a description edge can be used to connect the anchor`Manuel Diaz' in the sentence \the wounded reporters are cameraman Manuel Diaz and sound man William Madrid" to an instance of a PERSON node in the semantic net.
The second kind of edge between a portion of the text and the semantic net is called an author-action edge, or a-edge. An author-action edge connects a portion of text to the representation of the action that the author of the text is performing in writing that portion of text. For example, an action edge could be used to connect the sentence \the wounded reporters are cameraman Manuel Diaz and sound man William Madrid" to a semantic net node meaning`the action of identifying previously mentioned participants in a news story.' Or, the sentence \we reiterate our recommendation that they should not travel on any military vehicles" could be linked to an instance of a WARN-ACTION node in the semantic net with an a-edge.
Description edges are most useful when the user is concerned with the content of the hypertext. Action edges, on the other hand, are most useful when the user is concerned with the rhetorical structure of the document. We will restrict our focus through the remainder of this paper to hypertext links that use description edges to connect the text to the semantic net.
Edges Within the Semantic Net
Semantic net formalisms typically distinguish at least two kinds of edges as components of the semantic net: hierarchical edges and relation edges. Hierarchical edges, often called ISA edges, represent subcategory/supercategory relationships. For example, since every helicopter is a vehicle, an ISA edge would connect the HELICOPTER node in a semantic net to the VEHICLE node. Relation edges are used to represent all other types of relationships. For example, to represent the fact that helicopters travel through the air, one would place a TRAVEL-MEDIUM edge between the HELICOPTER node and the ATMOSPHERE node.
Two major semantic net segments are needed to represent a text. First, for each domain of discourse there must be a segment of the semantic net that represents relevant facts about the domain; nodes in this portion of the semantic net are usually called class nodes. For example, in the semantic net in Figure 3 , the CAMERA-OPERATOR class node represents the notion of a generic camera operator. Second, nodes that represent speci c unique individuals, usually called instance nodes, must be linked into the semantic net as children of other nodes (in most representation languages, the parent of an instance node must be a class node). In Figure 3 , PERSON42 is an example of an instance node that is related to the CAMERA-OPERATOR class node by an ISA edge.
A description edge may attach either to a class node or to an instance node in the semantic net. For example, a reference to the class concept of a generic camera operator will be linked to the CAMERA-OPERATOR class node. References to speci c concepts will be linked to instance nodes in the semantic net. Thus, for example, in Figure 3 the node PERSON42 is the target of a d-edge that originates at the`Manuel Diaz' anchor in the text. An author-action edge is used only to connect a particular action the author has taken to the representation of that action in the semantic net; therefore, author-action edges always attach to instance nodes.
Advanced Information Discovery Strategies
In some hypertext systems, all links have the same type; to follow a link in such systems, the user needs only to select its starting anchor. In systems with typed links, the user may also have the option of specifying the type of link to be followed. Thus, of the three pieces of information that compose a hypertext link (the two anchors and the type of the link that connects them) traditional systems require the user to specify one anchor and a link type. The system then takes the user to the node containing the other anchor.
The use of dynamic hypertext links makes it possible to use these three quantities in other combinations. For example, a user could specify two anchors and request the types of links that connect the two points. The system would then search for paths through the semantic net that connect the speci ed anchors. Many semantic net systems have used spreading activation or marker passing to nd connections between concepts in a semantic net (see for example Quillian 18 ], Hendler 9] , and Norvig 17] ). The result of such a search would be a set of syntactic descriptions of the paths connecting two concepts. These path shapes could then be used to make other queries. Thus, the user would have the ability to extract analogies from the hypertext.
As an example, suppose the user asks the system to nd connections between a speci c political leader, such as the President of the United States, and a speci c act of terrorism. A marker passing algorithm might discover an instance of a kidnapping perpetrated in order to protest an action taken by the President. A path shape could then be extracted from the example, which could be used to locate other instances of terrorism carried out to protest particular actions.
A second type of query enabled by the semantic net approach is the speci cation of only the link type. Given a path speci cation, the system can nd all pairs of anchors that are connected by a link of that type. Although the use of a common link type in such a query will result in the retrieval of a large number of applicable links, the use of a more specialized link type might provide the user with valuable information.
It is not solely the addition of type information to the hypertext links that makes these new types of queries possible. As important is that the hypertext author is not required to select the legal link types in advance. Rather, a large number of hypertext link types, some of which the hypertext author could never foresee, can be represented implicitly and concisely with a semantic net.
The foregoing query types all operate by referring to the text as the starting point. With the addition of a semantic net, queries that originate in the semantic net are also possible. The technical details of how to give a user direct access to a semantic net remain open, although various researchers have tackled aspects of this problem (see for example the description of the Thoth Spiders system in Collier 2] and the GraphLog language 4] for graphical approaches, or Meghini et al. 14] for a path speci cation approach).
User Interface Issues
A variety of well-known problems, such as user disorientation, must be addressed by any hypertext system, regardless of whether it uses a semantic net as its underlying representation. We do not address these more general issues here. However, two main problems that a ect the user interface are of particular importance in a semantic net-based hypertext system: (i) There is a potentially unlimited number of link types.
(ii) There may be many links of a particular type originating from a single anchor, i.e. one-to-many links may exist. A plethora of link types is a good idea from the sophisticated user's point of view, because such a user can select links of interest with great precision. We believe that users should be provided with as many link types as desired, as long as the system makes it easy to understand what each type means. For the unsophisticated user, a small set of link types chosen by the hypertext author, based on the application domain, will usually su ce.
The impact of one-to-many links is more problematic, and is an area of active research. Not only must the system both select a single link to follow in this situation and keep track of which links have not yet been followed, but this information must be presented to the user in a comprehensible way. Our current approach is to allow the user to cycle through all hypertext nodes selected by a hypertext link traversal.
Although the semantic net approach is not immediately compatible with most existing hypertext interfaces, a compilation process can produce traditional hardcoded hypertext links for use in existing hypertext systems. In this process, the hypertext links that are both implicit in the semantic net and applicable to the task at hand are enumerated; those links that meet selection criteria are then added as hard links between sections of text. Thus, our approach can be made compatible with existing hypertext systems. Of course, the links may need to be recompiled if the semantic net changes; however, the addition of information to the text or to the semantic net will not invalidate any existing compiled links, given that the semantic net representation language is monotonic (i.e., that the addition of new facts will not invalidate any facts already inferred).
Specifying Path Shapes
Each hypertext link in our model comprises a description or author-action edge from a text to the semantic net, a path through the hierarchical and relation edges of the semantic net, and another description or author-action edge from the semantic net back to a text. However, not every such path will represent a desirable hypertext link. Therefore, we require hypertext links to conform to particular path shapes. For example, any path that starts from a text anchor, follows a description edge to the semantic net, follows an arbitrary number of SUBPART edges within the semantic net, and nally traverses another description edge to return to a di erent anchor in the corpus will be a useful path. The paths representing the hypertext links shown in Figure 3 have this shape.
For a given domain, the path shapes that are appropriate depend greatly on the richness, size and topology of the semantic net. These attributes depend in turn on the nature of the domain. In most cases, it will be up to the hypertext author to select a reasonable set of path shapes for a given domain. Since some readers will want to de ne their own link types, the reader may also specify path shapes. Either way, a simple mechanism for specifying path shapes is needed. The use of regular expressions formed from edge types is one such method. For example, the type of hypertext link described in the rst paragraph of this section can be represented by the regular expression: 1 d-edge subpart? d-edge ?1 Here, the asterisk (or Kleene star) means transitive closure, while the superscript ?1 means inverse link.
One generic path shape is applicable to any domain: a path of length two that goes from the text to the semantic net, then directly back to the text without traversing any semantic net edges. This path shape represents links between di erent references to the same concept. The regular expression: sent distinct actions on the part of the author. Links of shape a-edge d-edge ?1 or d-edge a-edge ?1 will be rare, and will occur only when the author explicitly refers to some statement made elsewhere in the text (as, for example, if we mention here that we began this paper with a discussion of the traditional approach to hypertext links).
More complicated path shapes can exhibit great variety. For example, to nd connections from a kidnapping to actions taken by the kidnap victim, the following path shape could be used: The basic regular expression path speci cation technique can be enhanced to allow even greater user control over the target texts selected. The most important capability to add is the capability to restrict a node encountered during path traversal to be of a particular type. For example, if the user speci es a path shape that includes a KIDNAP-VICTIM edge, and the user restricts the target of that edge to be a US-CITIZEN, then hypertext links involving kidnappings of non-U.S. citizens will not be retrieved. This technique can be generalized to allow arbitrary predicates to act as lters on hypertext links, or even to allow a general reasoning mechanism to discover links.
Implementation
To demonstrate the validity of the ideas presented herein, we have built a prototype of the SNITCH system. When using the SNITCH system's hypertext interface, portions of member documents appear on the screen, and the user selects a desired link type. Each anchor that is the start of a link of the selected type is then highlighted (Figure 4) . When the user selects a highlighted anchor, the link rooted at that anchor is traversed. The target text, which may be located in that same document or in some other document, is then displayed ( Figure 5 ). Each anchor in the target text that is a terminus for a link of the selected type is highlighted. If more than one text contains a terminus for a link that originates from the chosen anchor, the user may cycle through the resultant set of target texts ( Figure 6 ).
The initial selection of path shapes is limited to direct links of the form d-edge d-edge ?1 , i.e., links comprising an edge from the text to a node in the semantic net, and another edge directly back to a di erent point in the text. Such links represent connections between two texts that refer to the same concept. The system designer or the user may add new path shapes interactively, thereby increasing the number and variety of link types (Figures 7, 8, and 9) .
In addition to the SNITCH hypertext system itself, we are building a natural language processing system called HAG (Hypertext Arc Generator) that will automatically convert texts to hypertexts. HAG takes a text as input, builds a semantic net representation of the text, and writes the text and semantic net out in SNITCH format. SNITCH can then be used to peruse the text. The HAG architecture is based on a large granularity interleaving of syntactic and semantic processing. For a more detailed description of this architecture applied to a slightly di erent problem, see May eld and Addison 13] . The completion of HAG, and the development of a windowing version of SNITCH, are the two foci of our future e orts.
Related Work
Related research has been conducted along two lines: link typing, and use of semantic nets to model text. Research into these topics is discussed in the following subsections. Figure 6 : Another text that mentions the same HELICOPTER.
Link Typing
Much of the power of our approach comes from the rich link typology that it provides. Many important systems provide link types. These range from systems that provide very few types (e.g. the KMS system 1] and the HDM paradigm 6]) to systems that provide a wide range of link types (e.g. the gIBIS 3] system and the TextNet system 22]). Systems with a small number of types often allow the source anchor to provide additional information about a link. For example, KMS has only two link types, but allows an anchor to express the semantics of the link to which it is attached. KMS also allows information about a link to be expressed in the mouse cursor that appears when the mouse is moved over an anchor.
A common feature of all these systems is that either the set of link types is xed, or the hypertext author must select a xed set of link types to be made available within a given hypertext. We believe that the sophisticated reader should be allowed to specify new link types while the hypertext is being perused. The semantic net approach provides this facility.
DeRose 5] argues for a rich link typology with multiple hierarchies. He divides links into two classes: extensional links which are explicitly stored in the hypertext, and intensional links which are not. The semantic net approach we advocate provides links which are a hybrid of these two types. Individual edges of a link are extensional in our model; however, the links themselves are intensional, since they are drawn out of the semantic net as they are needed.
Using Semantic Nets
Many authors have noted the analogy between hypertext and semantic nets, suggesting that the techniques developed for semantic nets are also applicable to hypertext. Rada 19] for example describes how a semantic net can be used to classify portions of text in a document, making it easier to select relevant sub-documents for Figure 7 : The introduction of a new link type to the system. reuse in other documents. Rada builds a semantic net representing the domain of discourse. Each paragraph of the hyperdocument is then placed on the edge of the semantic net that best expresses the meaning of that paragraph. Paragraph-level granularity is ideal for the document reuse issues that Rada addresses. To provide a rich hypertext link typology, however, a ner-grained segmentation of the text is essential. In our approach, a given paragraph may contain many anchors, each one of which might be attached to a di erent node in the semantic net.
Another good example of a hypertext system that uses an independent semantic net as its conceptual model is Thoth-II 2]. Thoth-II models a domain of discourse using a semantic net, then attaches each paragraph of text to a node in the semantic net. Thus, as with Rada's system, Thoth-II operates at a coarser level of granularity than we propose. Thoth-II does allow links from semantic net nodes to particular xed phrases in the text. These links are syntactic in nature though, since they connect a semantic net node to every location that matches a given string exactly. In contrast, we propose true semantic connections from anchors in the text to the semantic net.
Most of the work that has been done on the problem of automatic construction of hypertext links stems from the information retrieval community. For example, Salton and Buckley 20] have shown how to apply information retrieval methods to the problem of automatic conversion of text to hypertext. However, these methods are almost exclusively statistical in nature. Thus, although these methods can discover associations between texts, they cannot uncover the nature of such associations. Rather, they can report only that a particular statistical analysis of a pair of texts indicates that they are similar to one another, for some de nition of`similar' particular to the statistical test employed. Unfortunately, this places the onus of determining the nature of the relationship on the user. What users really want is a way to specify the nature of a desired relationship, which the system would then use to retrieve only texts bearing the speci ed relationship. Given a semantic net approach to hypertext, the process of converting text to hypertext is a matter of building a semantic net representation of that text, and connecting anchors in the text to the appropriate nodes in the semantic net. Thus, any system that builds a semantic net representation of a text, and maintains connections between anchors in the text and the semantic net nodes built to represent them, can serve as a text-to-hypertext conversion system. For example, fteen systems took part in the MUC-3 evaluation. Any one of these systems could perform limited automatic conversion of text to hypertext by linking their output templates into a single semantic net-like structure. Systems that use semantic nets or similar formalisms as their internal knowledge representation language (such as PROTEUS 7] or TRUMPET 11]) could produce much richer results by outputting these internal representations directly.
Conclusions
The augmentation of hypertext with a semantic net representation of that hypertext provides a host of bene ts, both to the hypertext user, and to the hypertext author. Foremost among these bene ts is the system's support of meaningful, dynamicallydiscovered hypertext links.
From the user's point of view, our approach dramatically expands the usefulness of the hypertext system by increasing the user's control over link traversal. Not only can the user select speci c meaningful links, but these links can have types never envisioned by the hypertext author. Furthermore, the existence of a rich representation of the text opens the door for more advanced techniques that might be used in conjunction with hypertext, such as automatic inference, intelligent guidance through the hypertext, and the use of hypertext in large-scale information retrieval systems.
From the hypertext author's point of view, our approach o ers two main advan- Figure 9 : A link of the new type is traversed from the phrase`THREE NEWSMEN' in Figure 8 to a text that gives the names of two of those newsmen.
tages. First, the author can easily bring a large amount of pre-existing knowledge to bear by incorporating existing semantic nets into the document. The basic knowledge about a particular domain need be encoded only once; thereafter, the same core semantic net can be used in many hypertexts. Second, the hypertext author need not incorporate texts into the hyperdocument all at one time. Rather, texts can be merged into the semantic net individually without regard for what other texts might be added in the future. From the point of view of the developer of a system for the automatic conversion of text to hypertext, our approach maximizes the leverage gained by improving the natural language understanding techniques employed. Of course, many extremely di cult problems remain in the natural language understanding aspect of the textto-hypertext conversion task. In particular, methods for determining when two phrases in two di erent texts are co-referential are not well understood, yet are crucial for creating high-quality hypertexts. The advantage of the semantic net approach to hypertext is that it automatically transforms improvements in the natural language understanding portions of the system into improvements in the quality of the resultant hypertext.
